
Dialogue for inclusive
participation

A group should have an atmosphere where 
everyone has a way of expressing themselves 
because everyone has something to offer. 

People have different personalities and different 
reasons to participate or not: It is important to 
understand the different reasons why people are 
not taking part to the conversations.

Group dynamics can encourage or discourage 
participating. Members should be aware of things 
which affect participation.

In this poster we offer some tips for more 
inclusive dialogue in different areas. Discuss in 
your group, which solutions would help your 
group members best.

Be aware of:
•  Lack of interest 
•  Poor preparation 
•  No content 

Solutions could be:
• Key information and instructions beforehand 
•  Announcing detailed agenda in advance to give time for 
preparation for participants 
•  Highlighting the importance of the topic/meeting 
• Prerequisites
• Different means of participation: provide verbal and 
non-verbal ways for communication 
•  Motivating participants, for example by using motivating 
energetic videos or inviting inspired speaker 

Be aware of:
• Nobody is perfect -> everyone is improving!
• Recognise opportunities to improve

Solutions could be:
• Practice feedback

• Own opinion (“I think that…”)
• Constructive (Don’t: “it was bad”)
• End with something positive
• Ask for feedback after every presentation

• Practice self-confidence
• If you don’t believe in your saying, who should?
• Meditation, avoid negotiations, persuade yourself that you are awesome!
• Do sport and eat regularly
• The day before the meeting sleep at least 8 hours

• Improve your language skills
• Feel safe while using the presentation language!
• Read newspapers, books
• Paraphrase articles
• Write letters, blogs

• Allow different methods of presentation
• Use papers/ digital media instead of spoken dialogue
• Use Check in and Check out to let anyone express their feeling

Be aware of:
• Judgement
• Physical environment

Solutions could be:
• Dividing to smaller groups
• Humor, forgiveness, empathy
• Set values and missions → always 

make them visible
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Be aware of:
• Different types of personalities
• Different backgrounds
• You are the hardest judge of yourself
• Everyone's opinion matters

Solutions could be:
• Practice empathy
• Create a safe space

• Icebreaking 
• Group meeting without the leader 
• Grab coffee
• Listening and appreciating others

• Form smaller groups and then sharing the ideas in a 
circle

• Try to imagine yourself from the outside reducing self-
judgement
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